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ew women rose to positions of political prominence in the medieval dar al-Islam, and, 
perhaps with the major exception of Sayyida Hurra, none can be cited for having attained 
leadership in the religious domain. A host of diverse factors have accounted for a lack of 
active participation of women in the political and religious affairs of the Islamic world during 
the medieval and later times; and the associated complex issues are still being debated among 
scholars of different disciplines and among Muslims themselves. Be that as it may, there were 
occasional exceptions to this rule in the medieval dar al-Islam, indicating that opportunities 
did in principle exist for capable women to occupy positions of public prominence under 
special circumstancumstanc
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for almost one century. Sulayhid rule was effectively terminated in 532/1138, on the death of 
the queen Sayyida, the most capable member of the dynasty. 
 
Asma bint Shihab 
'Ali b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi was married to his cousin Asma bint Shihab, a remarkable 
woman in her own right. Noted for her independent character, Asma took an active part in 
the affairs of the state and also played an important role in the education of Sayyida 
Hurra, who was brought up under her care at the Sulayhid court. 'Ali al-Sulayhi fell victim to a 
tribal vendetta and was murdered by the Najahids of Zabid in 459/1067; he was succeeded by 
his son Ahmad al-Mukarram (d. 477/1084), who received his investiture from the Fatimid 
caliph-imam al-Mustansir. The queen Asma assisted her son Ahmad, as she had assisted 
her husband, until her death in 467/1074. Thereafter, Ahmad's wife, Sayyida Hurra, became 
the effective ruler of Sulayhid Yemen. 
 

Al-Sayyida al-Hurra 

The queen [al-malika] al-Sayyida al-Hurra [the Noble Lady] al-Sulayhi, who evidently also 93a17 a





 

 
 
 
Due to the close relations between Sulay



 

 
 
his death. This is supported by an epistle of al-Amir sent by a certain Sharif Muhammad b. 
Haydara to the Sulayhid queen of Yemen, announcing the birth of Abu'l-Qasim al-Tayyib in 
Rabì  II 524AH.15  The historical reality of al-Tayyib is also attested to by Ibn Muyassar (d. 
677/1278),16 and other historians. At any rate, al-Tayyib was immediately designated as al-
Amir's heir. On al-Amir's death, however, power was assumed by his cousin, Abu'l-Maymun `Abd 
al-Majid, who was later in 526/1132 proclaimed caliph and imam with the title al-Hafiz al-Din 
Allah. 
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the first of the absolute da`is, who have followed one another during the current period of satr in 
the histor



 

 
 
 

Notes: 
 

1. See Idris `Imad al-Din b. al-Hasan, `Uyun al-akhbar wa funun athar, 





 

 
 
pp. 323-30. 
 
20. I owe this information to Tim Mackintosh-Smith, a long-time resident of Yemen.  
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